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1 Introduction

The Dutch government has set for itself ambitious plans for achieving 'policy coherence' in relation to development and sustainability, whereby the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) play a central role. In this context, the Netherlands aims at reviewing the Dutch investment protection policy so as ‘to ensure a fairer and more balanced system for promoting and protecting sustainable investments in the interest of development’ (SDG 17.15). From an obscure field of law, international investment law became the subject matter of public debate and widespread contestation. Some (in-)famous cases, such as Philip Morris v. Uruguay, even became the ‘guests of honour’ of popular TV shows, from the United States to the Netherlands. The inclusion of an Investment Chapter stalled the negotiations between the EU and the United States on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) (ahead of Trump), with the public consultation on Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) yielding an overwhelming negative response from European citizens. It is worth emphasising that the public critique has been grounded in mounting empirical evidence against the investment law regime, which has also led hundreds of academics to sign letters criticising ISDS. The Netherlands has concluded about hundred bilateral investment treaties (BITs). Regrettably, the reputation of Dutch BITs fares no better than that of other investment agreements. Dutch BITs are mostly known for being investor friendly, rather than for promoting sustainable development. It is not coincidence that more than three-quarters of claims under Dutch BITs are brought by non-Dutch firms. Against this background, the efforts of the Dutch government to reform its investment agreements appear a much needed step on the road to achieve policy coherence. These efforts have resulted in the adaption of the text of the New Model Investment Agreement (hereinafter New Model IA), which has been developed in dialogue with experts and stakeholders and after a process of public consultation and parliamentary debate.

In a letter to the House of Representatives, dated 28 October 2018, Sigrid Kaag, the Minister of Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation, states that ‘sustainability’ and ‘inclusivity’ are core concepts in future trade and investment agreements. The New Model IA has introduced several innovations worth noting. Remarkable changes include the reference to the host states’ right to regulate, to business-related human rights, sustainable development and corporate social responsibility as well as the requirement for investors to have substantial business activities in the host state. The drafters should be credited for having included these issues in the treaty text.

The main aim of this article is to appraise to what extent the new Dutch Model IA could promote sustainability and whether it meets the ambition of policy coherence, as explicitly pursued by the Dutch government in the context of the UN SDGs. In assessing the merits of the New Model IA, we do not aim to offer a detailed commentary of all its provisions. Rather, our analysis is limited to those provisions that are most salient for achieving (or hindering) sustainable investment policy and ‘inclusivity’. Given the specific goal of this analysis and the goals of this special issue, we do not engage with the possible implications of recent cases that almost all aspects of investment protection (except for non-direct investment and investor-to-state dispute settlement) are conferred to the EU under the Treaty of Lisbon, EU member states are allowed to continue negotiating and concluding new BITs, or renegotiating and amending existing ones, under Regulation 1219/2012. Hence, while the EU is currently negotiating and concluding a raft of bilateral free trade and investment agreements with third countries, the Dutch government is still in charge over its BITs that regulate and protect the existing stock of foreign investment running to and from its treaty partners.

The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present an analysis of the existing Dutch investment agreements, identifying the major pitfalls. In Section 3, the most significant innovations of the New Model IA are explained and critically discussed. When we identify significant weaknesses in the New Model IA, we combine critique with the articulation of constructive alternatives. Section 4 concludes.

2 The Dutch Bilateral Investment Treaties: A Gold Standard for Transnational Capital

2.1 The Netherlands as a Conduit Country for Global FDI

The Dutch government actively works to create a competitive and attractive business climate in the Netherlands. Multinational corporations often choose to structure their investment through the Netherlands, because the country offers an attractive fiscal climate by offering low withholding taxes on dividends, royalties, interest and capital gains income. The relatively weak substance requirements under Dutch law enable multinational corporations to set up holding companies, including letterbox companies and Special Purpose Entities (SPEs), in the Netherlands. This allows them inter alia to take advantage of the extensive Dutch network of double tax treaties and to make specific agreements with the Dutch Tax Authority (Advance Tax Rulings) on the size of their corporate tax base and the effective corporate tax rates. In addition, a large Dutch network of BITs offers protection to investors against legal and/or regulatory changes in host countries that might affect their business operations.
As a result of these policies, the Netherlands has become a favourite ‘conduit country’ for multinational corporations, understood here as jurisdicitions that function as ‘attractive intermediate destinations in the routing of investments’. The Netherlands is the world’s number one country in terms of inward direct investment, ahead of much larger economies such as the United States, China and Germany. In 2018, inward direct investment in the Netherlands amounted to US$4,735 billion, while outward direct investment amounted to US$5,755 billion, making the country the second largest source of FDI after the United States. The bulk of FDI in the Netherlands mainly originated from the United States (16%), Luxembourg (12%), United Kingdom (12%), Switzerland (6%) and Ireland (6%). Similarly, outward direct investments were predominantly directed at the United States (15%), United Kingdom (11%), Switzerland (9%), Germany (6%) and Luxembourg (5%). A very large part of these FDI flows is attributable to Dutch SPEs. According to the Dutch Central Bank, there were approximately 15,000 SPEs in the Netherlands in 2017. FDI flows through Dutch SPEs have in fact increased by 75% since the outbreak of the global financial crisis in 2008. Inward direct investment through SPE investment amounted to C2,246 billion in the same year. Research by the University of Amsterdam confirms that the Netherlands is in fact the world’s biggest conduit country, used for channelling funds to offshore financial centres often categorised as tax havens.

### 2.2 The Dutch BIT Programme

The Netherlands currently maintains a total number of ninety-two BITs, of which eighty-seven are currently in force. Five BITs – with Brazil, Chile, Eritrea, Oman and United Arab Emirates – have been signed but not ratified. The origins of the Dutch BIT programme can be traced back to the 1950s and 1960s, when many Western European countries started to develop instruments concerned with the promotion and protection of their economic interests abroad. Particularly, the nationalisation of Dutch assets in its former colony Indonesia in the late 1950s formed an important motivation for the Dutch government to start negotiating BITs with developing countries. The first BIT was signed with Tunisia in 1963, followed by a series of BITs with countries in Africa and Asia. Several of these early BITs already provided for arbitration at the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), the one with Indonesia (1968) being the first. This arbitration institute was established two years earlier under the leadership of Dutchman Aron Broches and with active support from the Dutch government. Although more modern-type BITs were concluded with a number of countries during the 1970s, the Dutch network of BITs significantly expanded between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s when the Netherlands concluded a large number of treaties with former-communist and developing countries in Latin America. After a brief pause, whereby the Dutch government preferred to negotiate the ill-fated Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) under the auspices of the Organisation on Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) between 1995 and 1998, the Netherlands continued concluding new BITs with countries in Asia, Latin America and Africa during the early 2000s. Dutch BITs have been frequently negotiated on the basis of a model text. The first model BIT was drafted in 1979 and closely followed the 1967 OECD Draft Convention on the Protection of Foreign Property as well as model BITs of other Western European countries, most notably those of Germany, Switzerland and the UK. The model BIT has undergone several updates and amendments, in 1987, 1993, 1997 and 2004, and often in close consultation with corporate industry. The Dutch BITs are generally characterised by their broad and open-ended provisions that are often euphemistically referred to as the ‘gold standard’ of foreign investment protection. Their investor-friendly nature stems from their typically broad scope of application, general lack of balance and unrestricted access to ISDS.

#### 2.2.1 Broad Scope of Application

First, Dutch BITs generally rely on the widest possible definition of investment that covers ‘any-kind-of-asset’. The Dutch model BIT of 2004 uses an illustrative list that covers not only any type of property or claims to money but also any contractual performance having an economic value, intellectual property rights, asset categories such as goodwill and know-how and any rights granted under contract. Such a wide definition is problematic because it may cover economic transactions not contemplated by the parties or investments that do not necessarily contribute to – or even undermine – countries’ development. It may also expose states to unexpected liabilities. Second, the 2004 Dutch model BIT enables indirectly controlled foreign investors to be qualified as ‘nationals’, thereby granting also holding companies and SPEs without substantial business activities in the Netherlands protection under Dutch BITs. Such a wide definition has facilitated widespread ‘treaty-shopping’ practices, whereby foreign investors have restructured their investments through the Netherlands both to profit from the attractive fiscal climate and to take advantage of the broad network of Dutch BITs.

#### 2.2.2 General Lack of Balance

Dutch BITs are typically characterised by their asymmetric nature in that they offer foreign investors far-reaching rights without corresponding obligations. In the 2004 Dutch model BIT, each contracting party agrees to ensure broad and expansively interpretable protection for investors, including unqualified provisions such as fair and equitable treatment (FET) and national and most-favoured nation treatment, protection against direct and indirect expropriation and free transfer of payments related to an investment. At the same time, the 2004 Dutch model BIT does not incorporate any provisions on corporate social responsibility and only refers to the promotion of ‘internationally accepted labour standards’ and the so-called right to regulate in the context of the non-binding preamble.

#### 2.2.3 Unrestricted Access to ISDS

Dutch BITs enable foreign investors to circumvent national legal systems and to submit investment disputes directly before arbitral tribunals under the ICSID Convention. There is no requirement to exhaust domestic remedies before submitting an ISDS claim, contrary to what is the rule under international customary law and international human rights law. At the same time, local communities or other affected third parties whose interests and rights may be at stake have no meaningful legal avenues to participate in ISDS proceedings. Finally, Dutch BITs are difficult to amend or terminate. The 2004 Dutch model BIT provides for a standard duration of fifteen years after the Treaty entered into force, during which no one-sided change or withdrawal is allowed. The BIT is tacitly extended for another period of ten years unless notice of termination is given by either contracting party at least six months before the expiration date. In case a treaty is terminated, investments made prior to the termination will continue to be protected by the treaty for a further fifteen years. Such provisions contribute to the ‘constitutionalisation’ of transnational economic governance.

#### 2.3 The Netherlands as a Gateway for Treaty-Shopping

As a preferred jurisdiction for foreign investors, the Netherlands is frequently acting as a home state for ISDS cases. At present,
there are 1,023 known ISDS cases, with the Netherlands acting as home state of the claimant in 111 of these cases. This makes the Netherlands the second most popular home state – after the United States – in ISDS claims. A recent study calculated that multinational corporations and other investors using the Netherlands as their home base have submitted investment claims amounting to $100 billion.\(^4\) Only 13% of these investors are in fact Dutch: 84% of the claims come from non-Dutch companies (i.e. the country of the ultimate or controlling parent is not based in the Netherlands) and 3% have an unknown origin. Letterbox companies with no substantial commercial or operational presence in the Netherlands have brought 77% of all Dutch claims.\(^4\)

The global reach of the Dutch BIT network has substantial implications for governments and their policy space to advance sustainable development. Claims and compensation awards can add up to billions of dollars and can weigh heavily on government budgets, particularly in developing countries. This could have a 'chilling effect' on governments to bring in new legislative proposals, in order to avoid claims.\(^4\) Foreign investors can use the threat of ISDS claims to make governments water down or even retract contested measures. In this way, companies can use BITs as an instrument to influence public policy in the countries in which they operate. There are growing indications that governments are sensitive to the threat of ISDS.\(^4\) Transnational corporations and their legal advisers are all too aware of the power that ISDS emanates and are no longer using this mechanism as a 'last resort' when all other options to assert their rights are exhausted.\(^46\) Corporations increasingly view ISDS as a 'deterrent' to stop unfavourable policies in their tracks.\(^47\) In the event of a dispute, filing an ISDS claim can also increase the pressure to reach a settlement with the government concerned,\(^48\) or act as a trump card that companies can use to obtain more favourable conditions or exemptions for their investments.\(^49\)

One striking example of how transnational investors have used Dutch BITs to put pressure on governments is the case Newmont v. Indonesia, in which mining giant Newmont sued Indonesia under its BIT with the Netherlands after the Indonesian government introduced export restrictions on copper in 2009, including an export duty and a ban on the export of copper concentrate, which allegedly stalled production at the copper and gold mine operated by the company.\(^50\) The mining law No.4/2009 on Mineral and Coal, which came into effect in 2014, was aimed at boosting domestic employment and the local economy and to support Indonesia in becoming less dependent on the export of raw materials. Ultimately, Newmont withdrew its claim after reaching an agreement with the Indonesian government that gave special exemptions from the contested mining law.\(^51\) This case is illustrative of how the Dutch BIT has been instrumental in facilitating an American company (one of the most powerful in the world in the field of mining) to weaken the operation of a domestic law aimed at improving the local economy.

Dutch BITs have also been used to sue Tanzania for revoking a banking license following allegations of money laundering and financing terrorism,\(^52\) Croatia for revoking a permit to construct a golf course due to environmental concerns,\(^53\) Uganda and the Philippines for taxation measures regarding fossil fuel extraction,\(^54\) India for taxation measures applied to telecommunications,\(^55\) Slovakia for establishing a unitary public health insurance system,\(^56\) Nicaragua for local court decisions against supplier of pesticide due to health concerns\(^57\) and Zimbabwe for agrarian land reforms.\(^58\)

In recent years, various countries have expressed their discontent with the Dutch approach after being hit by one or more ISDS claims brought under Dutch treaties. Bolivia, Ecuador, India, Indonesia, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda and Venezuela even proceeded to unilaterally terminate their BITs with the Netherlands. Several of these countries have formulated forward-looking alternative approaches to investment protection, seeking to establish a better balance between the rights of investors and their social responsibility, including by setting specific requirements to respect human rights and to contribute to sustainable development of the host country and local communities. Moreover, the widespread societal backlash against ISDS in the context of the evolving EU investment policy, most notably through the EU-US TTIP and the CETA, led to the idea of revising the Dutch model BIT in early 2015,\(^59\) which formed part of a broader rethinking of trade and investment agreements by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs.\(^60\) As mentioned in the Introduction, this reform process has led to the adoption of a New Model IA.

3 The New Model IA: On the Road to Sustainability or Keeping up Appearances?

Even if sustainable development remains a blurred concept, many agree that it includes socio-economic and environmental components.\(^61\) In other words, there is no sustainable development without protection of the environment and its people. As mentioned earlier, investment agreements have been criticised for curtailing the regulatory capabilities of states, particularly in the realm of health, safety and environmental regulation.\(^62\) It is a no brainer that if investment agreements essentially protect the interest of transnational capital,\(^63\) while de facto inhibiting environmental regulation and the realisation of human rights of those affected by the investment, they become the nemesis of sustainable development rather than its ally. The New Model IA has allegedly been drafted in the spirit of defying the dark side of the system. In this new text, it is possible to distinguish two clusters of rules aimed at transforming Dutch BITs into more sustainable agreements. The first set of rules concerns the protection of the regulatory space of the Contracting Parties. The second aims at regulating the conduct of investors, most prominently by limiting business-related human rights abuses.

3.1 On the Road to Sustainability?

3.1.1 Restoring the Right to Regulate

In line with recent innovations introduced by CETA, the New Model IA establishes a general right to regulate (Art. 2(2)).\(^64\) The articulation of such right is important as it will preclude expansive interpretation of investors' rights (e.g. through ‘the sole effect’ doctrine), which is likely to have negative effects on domestic environmental and social policies. At the same time, a provision on the right to regulate remains general and ambiguous. In practice, the regulatory space of host countries has been limited through the application and expansive interpretation of vague norms such as the FET and indirect expropriation.\(^65\) To further strengthen and give more meaning to the contours of the right to regulate, Article 9(2) of the New Model IA has introduced a list of criteria to define the FET. Moreover, Article 12(8) on Expropriation provides that non-discriminatory measures of a Contracting Party that are designed and applied in good faith to protect legitimate public interests, such as the protection of public health, safety, environment or public morals, social or consumer protection or promotion and protection of cultural diversity, do not constitute indirect expropriations.

The combined reading of these provisions may be considered to mitigate the problem related to regulatory chill, or at least some of the problems. This welcome departure from the text of the old Dutch BITs parallels the reforms of new-generation investment treaties and investment-chapters of mega-regionalals, such as CETA,\(^66\) and could be regarded as a step towards sustainability of Dutch investment policy.

3.1.2 Making Investment Sustainable?

A striking feature of most investment agreements is their lack of rules relating to investors' conduct or to the nature of sustainable
investment. Such absence is in stark contradiction with the overarching goal of the investment system of contributing to sustainable development. The main impulse for change in this context is coming from developing countries, who are establishing investors’ obligations in their new investment agreements. Examples are the 2015 India Model Investment Agreement and the 2016 Morocco-Nigeria BIT. The New Dutch Model IA is also advancing new provisions regulating investors’ conduct.

To begin with, Article 2(1) codifies the clean hands doctrine, where it provides that the Agreement ‘shall apply only to an investment, made in accordance with the applicable law of the host Contracting Party at the time the investment is made’. While not particularly innovative, this rule is a welcome innovation vis-à-vis old Dutch BITs. To the extent that it will induce foreign investors to comply with domestic laws, this rule could be considered as instrumental to stir sustainable investments. Yet, when domestic laws are poor, Article 2(1) will lose some of its power. Moreover, the rule does not create incentives for the investor to continue to operate in compliance with the domestic laws in the post-establishment phase.

Article 3.2.1 Reaffirming Unjustifiable Privilege

A problem is that in the absence of a clear definition on the specificity of the representation, different types of written or oral communications to the investor could potentially generate legitimate expectations. For example, in MTD v. Chile, the tribunal took into account the Chilean President’s toast speech at a dinner with the president of the home state of the investor in
favour of the respective investment project.\textsuperscript{76} In other cases, tribunals have refused to consider political or other informal statements as specific representations.\textsuperscript{77} More generally, the limit of the doctrine of legitimate expectations is that various organs of a contracting party could make specific representations to foreign investors to the detriment of the public interest of the host country, and they could do so without involving potentially affected local communities. Take for instance Metalclad v. United Mexican States. The case relates to the construction and operation of a hazardous waste landfill by US company Metalclad in the early 1990s in the municipality of Guadalcázar. The company obtained the necessary permits at the federal and state levels but not from the municipal authorities. According to Metalclad, representatives of the federal government reassured them that the permit at the municipal level was not necessary. The arbitrators found that ‘Metalclad was entitled to rely on the representations of federal officials and to believe that it was entitled to continue its construction of the landfill.’\textsuperscript{78} While on its face, this conclusion about legitimate expectations may appear unproblematic, it discards some extremely controversial circumstances. Most notably, from the very beginning, there was vigorous (and pre-existing) opposition to the project from the local community because of the likely damages to the environment and harm to the health of the nearby residents.\textsuperscript{79} One independent consultant for example maintained that soils [in the area of the landfill] are very unstable and could fracture the membranes of the confinement cells, which could permit leakage to infiltrate the subsoil, surface waters to become contaminated during the rainy season or permit infiltration into deep aquifers.\textsuperscript{80}

Not only that. According to Mexican lawyers, the municipality had the power to issue the permit, although the arbitration tribunal gave a different interpretation of the Mexican constitution.\textsuperscript{81} The point here is that the doctrine of legitimate expectation can potentially disband the interest of local communities from the realm of legitimate politics within liberal democracies. In this respect, it has also been noted that the doctrine

potentially encourages investors to secure commitments from those branches or levels of government most supportive of their projects in order to protect themselves against less favorable responses from other government officials or entities. This outcome rewards negligent – if not knowingly wrongful – conduct.\textsuperscript{82}

While tribunals have at times been nuanced, there remains a plausible risk that the doctrine of legitimate expectations will be used to frustrate communities’ rights to a healthy environment, rights to land, etc. Embedding in the treaty text the ‘legitimate expectation’ jargon is likely to entrench investors with stronger rights, which in turn may leave the expectations of investment-affected people to a healthy environment and to strong socio-economic rights unfulfilled. As discussed earlier, by providing that ‘it is inappropriate to lower the levels of protection afforded by domestic environmental or labor laws in order to encourage investment’, Article 6.4 may mitigate some of these risks; regrettably, though, Article 6.4 remains silent on cases where environmental law and social regulation are to be improved, or when a permit for a hazardous activity is denied to protect the health of nearby communities and the environment. Arguably, these are core issues when considering ‘legitimate expectations’. Ultimately, the problem with ‘legitimate expectations’ is that, by elevating the interests of investors above all other interests, investment agreements may turn into ‘legitimate’ something that would be highly illegitimate from the perspective of sustainable development and deliberative democracy. For example, expecting that governments will not take action to combat climate change because of some promises made should not be deemed legitimate. Take the threatened legal action by German energy company Uniper against the Dutch state for its announced policy of phasing out coal power. According to some sources, Uniper maintains that the Dutch government induced their investment.\textsuperscript{83} This type of reasoning (representations made by public officials induce investments, hence expectations are legitimate) shields business activity from negligent decision-making. It is undeniable that at the time of the Uniper investment, there was consensus on climate science and the need to act upon it.\textsuperscript{84} The logic underpinning legitimate expectations may in fact take away responsibility from polluting/exploitative industries in a way that is considered highly problematic by experts.\textsuperscript{85} If the Dutch government wants to stay faithful to its ambition of policy coherence, it should either remove the locution ‘legitimate expectation’ from the New Model IA, or specify that, \textit{irrespective of the specific representations} made by government officials, no legitimate expectations can accrue to investors against the adoption of legitimate public interest regulation (or related administrative measures).

The New Model IA is also problematic in so far as it also covers a ‘written commitment with investors … regarding a specific investment’, established under the umbrella clause in its Article 9(5). This type of reasoning (representations made by public officials induce investments, hence expectations are legitimate) shields business activity from negligent decision-making. One basic mechanism by which human rights can be hampered by umbrella clauses is that specific agreements made with investors could be to the detriment of human rights (e.g. by selling to investors cheap lands unduly taken from aboriginal people; by granting concessions to exploit natural resources without proper consideration of the interests of local communities, etc.).\textsuperscript{86} With an umbrella clause, it may be hard to restore a situation respectful of human rights because the state has its hands tied by the contract concluded by the previous government. This has been well explained by Prof. Sornarajah:

\begin{quote}
Often … the state, or the elites which control it, are also participants along with the multinational corporation in the human rights abuse. Succeeding governments may, however, want to remedy the situation but may be deterred from doing so by the fact that such interference may be regarded as an infringement of the investor’s rights under the treaty.\textsuperscript{87}
\end{quote}

Most new (model) investment agreements do not contain such clauses, including CETA. Against the backdrop of this reasoning, it is clear that such types of clauses may stand in the way of sustainable development. Last but not least, in terms of covered investments, the New Model IA continues to rely on the widest possible definition that covers ‘every-kind-of-asset’ (Art. 1.a). As explained earlier, such a wide definition is problematic as it allows for the protection of all kinds of FDI, irrespective of the nature of the investment, the behaviour of the investor or the social, economic or environmental impact of the investment. Moreover, this definition goes beyond the traditional notion of FDI and also covers portfolio investment and other financial and short-term speculative capital flows that are less likely to produce tangible benefits for the host economy.

The New Model IA does require investments to have certain characteristics, including a certain duration, a commitment of capital or other resources, the assumption of risk and the expectation of gain or profit. However, a contribution to the economic development of the host state, one of the \textit{Salini}-criteria, is notably missing. Hence, the model IA seems to miss a golden opportunity to include more ambitious characteristics to ensure that the covered investments bring concrete benefits to the sustainable economic development of the host country.

\subsection*{3.2.2 Excluding Investment-Affected Communities, without Apology}

Another fundamental problem with the New Model IA is that the interests of investment-affected communities remain highly
Agreements in the context of the UN Forum on Business and Human Rights and it reads as follows: individuals (or groups of individuals) to raise counterclaims and to join proceedings. territory of the other contracting party. If the investor explicitly refuses to consent to arbitration, he/she should lose all the rights modifying the text of Article 16(1). As to the consent of investors to arbitration, this could be linked to her decision to invest in the groups of individuals, claiming to be negatively affected by a violation of investors' obligations. This could be achieved by of obligations for businesses operating in foreign jurisdictions. important rules of corporate social responsibility, it is crucial to explicitly include among the mandatory obligations of investors may be now derived from other provisions, but is not clearly stated in Article 2. Second, while Article 7(1) already refers to research, we make a few recommendations on how the New Model IA could be reformed in this sense. Through investment arbitration, the alleged victims have been unapologetically expropriated of their access to justice. In this context, Article 23 should be mentioned, which contains an innovative way of dealing with investor behaviour, whereby an arbitral tribunal 'is expected' to consider, when determining compensation, any investor non-compliance with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. This provision is commendable and yet, a potential lowering of damages does not produce an effective mechanism for states and/or affected communities to hold investors to account in case of human rights violations and non-compliance with other areas of domestic and international law. Next to the International Institute for Sustainable Development’s model clause, a constructive alternative to Article 7(4) is to effectively entrust investment-affected communities with access to justice by making the obligations of investors enforceable. Such change would provide the investors with incentives to operate while respecting the rights of the local population and their environment, and it would constitute a more credible strategy to pursue sustainable investment policy. Drawing on existing research, we make a few recommendations on how the New Model IA could be reformulated in this sense. First of all, Article 2 could be revised so as to make clear that the scope of application of the Agreement extends also to the conduct of investors. This may be now derived from other provisions, but is not clearly stated in Article 2. Second, while Article 7(1) already refers to important rules of corporate social responsibility, it is crucial to explicitly include among the mandatory obligations of investors also those set out in Part II of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, which are the most widely consented set of obligations for businesses operating in foreign jurisdictions. On the more procedural side, in order to make the obligations of investors enforceable, a provision should be added to grant jurisdiction to the arbitral tribunal established under the treaty to hear disputes initiated by host states, as well as individuals or groups of individuals, claiming to be negatively affected by a violation of investors’ obligations. This could be achieved by modifying the text of Article 16(1). As to the consent of investors to arbitration, this could be linked to her decision to invest in the territory of the other contracting party. If the investor explicitly refuses to consent to arbitration, he/she should lose all the rights to initiate a dispute under the Agreement. At a minimum, a provision could be added to grant the right to host states and individuals (or groups of individuals) to raise counterclaims and to join proceedings. One example of such a reformed article has been articulated in response to a call for drafting human rights compatible Investment Agreements in the context of the UN Forum on Business and Human Rights and it reads as follows:

The jurisdiction of the Tribunal shall extend to any legal dispute related to an investment

a. between a Contracting Party and an investor of another Contracting Party;

b. between an individual or groups of individuals of one Contracting Party and an investor of the other Contracting Party(ies).

Applications may be submitted by investors, claiming that their rights under this Treaty have been violated by the Host Contracting Party.

Applications may also be submitted by individuals or groups of individuals claiming to be negatively affected by a violation of investors’ obligations included in this Treaty. Non-governmental organizations showing a sufficient interest shall have equal right to submit a claim before this Tribunal, according to the rules and procedures included herein. Claims can be brought only after having exhausted local remedies.

Applications may also be submitted by the Host Contracting Party claiming a violation of investors’ obligations included in this Treaty. When either the Host Contracting Party or the individuals (or groups of individuals) have initiated proceedings against the investor of the other Contracting Party, either the individuals (or groups of individuals) or the Host Contracting Party respectively may join proceedings.

By investing in the territory of the Host Contracting State, the investor consent to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. The investor may refuse to grant consent only in written form, by submitting an official letter to the competent authority of the Contracting Party. Refusal to grant consent shall be expressed within three months from the first establishment made in the territory of the other Contracting Party. If the investor is already operating in the Host State when the treaty has entered into force, refusal to grant consent can be expressed in the same form within three months from the time of entering into force of the Treaty. The investor can always withdraw her consent;

Any such withdrawal shall take effect upon the expiry of fifteen years after the date of the receipt of the note whereby the investor repudiates the Tribunal’s jurisdiction. When the investor releases a letter to not grant her consent to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, the
in their consent allows investor-State arbitration.

In this context, it is noted that one of the first economic partnership agreements between the Netherlands and Indonesia already included a provision that made the right to initiate disputes possible also for host states. Article 16(2) on the limits to the tribunal jurisdiction should be expanded so as to apply not only to investors’ conduct when the investment is established, but throughout all the phases of the investment, including the post-establishment phase. It is also important that access to treaty-based arbitration should be made conditional on exhaustion of domestic legal remedies. Before concluding, it is worth reiterating that the above analysis is incomplete. At least two further issues are worth mentioning. First, it is crucial that the costs of the arbitration proceedings are regulated, so as to make arbitration truly accessible to local communities and to less-wealthy host states. Considerations of costs and development should also be reflected in the awards rendered by, for example, clarifying that damages cannot include lost profits and that they cannot be disproportionate vis-à-vis the host country GDP. It suffices to note that awards are often so high that they unavoidably hamper development. Second, the New Model IA includes a protocol on public debt, which is highly problematic. The protocol has been lucidly criticised by Prof. Schepel because it elevates ‘public debt’ to the category of ‘investment’, contributing to increasing the power of a few actors vis-à-vis the rest of society. In his words,

> public debt, purchased on secondary markets and priced according to the risk of default, should not be regarded as an ‘investment’ and considered a property right to be protected under international investment law.

This issue is particularly relevant for development, and it is no coincidence that UNCTAD has released specific principles for Promoting Responsible Sovereign Lending and Borrowing. As suggested by Schepel, this problem could be easily fixed by substituting the Protocol with a clause taken from the 2004 Model BIT of Canada, which specifies ‘a loan to, or debt security issued by, a Party or a state enterprise thereof is not an investment’.

4 Conclusions

The current system of international investment law can be considered a stumbling block on the road to sustainable development. The efforts of the Dutch government to reform its investment treaty regime are accordingly timely and necessary. As discussed in this article, the New Model IA introduces welcome departures from the old Dutch BIT. Some of the most notable innovations include the clarification of the clean hands doctrine and the establishment of obligations for investors. This article, however, has shown that, despite some praiseworthy improvements, the New Model IA, as currently drafted, falls short of correcting the serious deficiencies characterising international investment law. Overall, the New Model IA falls short of balancing the private interests of foreign investors with the public interest of the host state and its constituencies. As we have shown, the reiteration of umbrella clauses as well as jargon on ‘legitimate expectations’ can hinder the realisation of human rights and sustainable development. The lack of procedural and substantive rights for investment-affected communities is one of the most glaring deficiencies of the New Model IA. This article has shown some avenues to remedy this imbalance. It is paradoxical that an international agreement allegedly aimed at sustainable development continues to render local communities invisible, while bestowing exclusive rights and privileges on the investors. If the Dutch government is serious about ‘policy coherence’, it should revise the New Model IA in ways that truly account for the interests of investment-affected communities and, more generally, for the public interest.
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